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Oxford University is a collegiate university 
located in England. It claims its teaching 
tradition since 1096 CE. It was founded by 
Alfred king of Anglo-Saxons when he met some 
monks and held scholarly discussions. This 
tradition of debates continued and revolutionized 
into a complete education centre. Sounds 
good...but how can Oxford claim its origin 
during a time when it was under a complete 
slavery of Arab. How English people were able 
to organize educational sessions when they were 
under a deep debt to Arab masters? These 
questions remain unanswered when one digs 
deep down into the black past of Europe where 
its identity as an aboriginal inferior race is 
always bragged upon by the Arabs. 

On a closer inspection through Etymological 
befitted Vocabulary Query, it has been 
scientifically concluded that Oxford is not a 
typical English word and also separating the 
words ox+ford means a ‘ford for ox’-quite 
ironical! 

It is obvious that an education centre cannot be 
named as a ford for ox thereby arousing a 
justified suspicion of the obscure history of this 
little university. Moreover, claiming its origin 
from a geographical name is a complete blunder 
as this either shows the lack of English 
knowledge among the Britons during that time 
or they deliberately did it to make fun of 
themselves.  

This develops the facts that its name is either of 
Arabic origin or Arabs poked fun at Britons by 
deliberately calling it Oxford and Britons were 

left with no other option since they were not free 
and remained a low caste. 

Since Anglo-Saxons most of the time remained 
non-associated to the Arab community it can be 
easily identified that Britons were non-natives to 
their land during the time of Anglo-Saxons. 
Calling Anglo-Saxons as natives of Briton 
culture is like saying Christianity is derived from 
Islam. 

This signifies that university was neither 
founded by Britons nor by Arabs but a third 
party in collaboration with Anglo-Saxons had 
established its past authority. The world knows 
that Turko-Mongols had spread colonial terror 
during 13th century and onwards and they were 
first to unite with Anglo-Saxons even before the 
British migration to England.  

Alfred is simply Anglicization of Islamic name 
Al-Fareed, who was a Turko-Mongol Islamic 
convert leader. It was Al-Fareed who in 
collaboration with local satraps founded Oxford 
University in 15th century CE. Between 15th and 
17th century it remained an edifice of cement 
until Britons renovated the edifice and turned it 
into a university. The actual university got 
established in 17th century after Britons got 
enough cash for its proper construction which 
they robbed from India. Moreover, Ottomans 
released Elizabeth only when she promised to 
supply and trade countless slaves from England. 
It was then she used the edifice of Oxford 
University to accommodate slaves for further 
exporting them to Ottomans. 
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